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Hundreds of everyday topics and cartoons spice up this kid-friendly book to assure 8- to

12-year-olds that God's Word is relevant to their lives. Most kids don't realize it, but God's Word has

a lot to say about the things they care about most-and this lively book leaves no doubt about it.

Covering more than 300 everyday topics in conversational, engaging, one-page units, 8- to

12-year-olds will get biblical perspective on such topics as: homework, dieting, anger, sports,

classmates, the telephone, puberty, careers, siblings, rules, self-confidence, world events, sleep,

friendship, nature, movies, embarrassment, tattoos, integrity, and knowing God, plus many more.

Each page of this kid-friendly book illustrates what a particular topic has to do with the Bible, what

the Bible says about it, and how the Bible's teaching applies to readers, so that they begin to

understand how relevant God's Word is to them. And with 200 original cartoons spicing up the

presentation, What Does the Bible Say about That? is quite simply an unforgettably fun book for

elementary-age kids-and a great conversation-starter for adults who know them.
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This book put together by Carolyn Larsen covers many topics. I couldn't imagine putting together so

many topics to convey what the Bible says about these things. Ms. Larsen puts together 340 things

that the Bible speaks on. Although I believe she stretches it a bit to try and say the Bible speaks on

certain things when, in reality, the Bible is silent.In the introduction the author tries to convey why

she put these together. She tries to rid the thought that this book should be used as a list of "dos

and don'ts" but in reality the book should be used to answer questions about every day life and how



the Bible puts forth those types of answers. The introduction tells the reader that although there are

many topics that the Bible does speak on, when you fall, know that God has grace for us all. The

one thing that I thought of as I started to look at the book is although the author doesn't want to

make a list of "dos and don'ts" that is just what is going to happen if Christ isn't the center. Even in

the introduction, Jesus is never mentioned. This is a huge deal. Ms. Larsen puts forth what the Bible

is about:It's the story of God's love for you and how his Spirit living in you will guide, protect, love,

forgive, and love you again.Ms. Larsen forgot the third person of the Trinity. The Bible is about

Jesus as well. Jesus' absence is hard to overlook in the opening of the book as one readies

themself to read the rest of the topics laid out.Each topic has four parts and only encompasses one

page:1. What does the Bible say about...(insert topic) (This is a quick commentary by the author)2.

What the Bible says (verses are listed)3. Time to Face the Facts (Author puts forth a definite

admonition and exhortation on the topic)4.

The Bible is filled with advice about all aspects of our life, but finding which scriptures apply to a

given situation can be a challenge, especially for kids who are new to studying the scriptures.What

Does the Bible Say about That? is a charming book by Carolyn Larsen, that covers over 300 topics

like patience, kindness, jealousy, planning, and even homework. Each topic has a simple one page

summary with scripture references, commentary, and a daily goal related to the topic. This book,

published by Crossway Books, is written for 8-12 year olds, and deals with issues that are important

in their lives as well as topics that apply to all ages.By taking everyday topics and relating them to

scriptures, this book is a gentle way to teach children how to study the scriptures and apply the

teachings to their own lives. I have been using it with my 8 year old. Each morning we read a topic

together, then look up the quoted scriptures in our KJV (the book uses the English Standard

Version). This is helping my son learn WHERE to find the quoted scriptures. We then compare and

talk about the versions. We are LDS and have also been looking for related scriptures in the Book of

Mormon.I would recommend this as a book for parents to use with their children. From an LDS

perspective, I only noticed 3 topics that don't match up exactly with LDS doctrine, (Hell, Salvation,

and the Trinity) and they were presented close enough that it was easy to explain and

expand.Some of the topics are very similar to another, like Honesty and Integrity, but the

commentary is different even when the quoted scriptures are the same.
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